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CONSTRAININg ThE CONTINENTAL CRuST RADIOACTIvE hEAT PRODuCTION
wITh SATELLITE-DERIvED gRAvITy MODELS: 
REvISITINg ThE LINEAR RELATIONShIP
A. Pastorutti, C. Braitenberg
Dept. of Mathematics and Geosciences, University of Trieste, Italy

Background. �he resolution of satellite-derived glo�al gravit� models (��Ms) is adequate 
to resolve the mass distri�ution in the continental crust, the strong densit� contrast at the crust-
mantle �oundar� (CMB), and the undulations of the lithosphere-asthenosphere �oundar� (LAB). 
�hese aspects suggest that ��Ms can �e promising tools in modelling the deep thermal state of 
the lithosphere, the heat transfer regimes involved and the heat flow through the Earth surface. 
�he directl� measura�le near-surface temperature field is largel� influenced �� ongoing geo-
d�namics and near-surface processes, �oth of which have shorter characteristic timescales than 
the one needed �� purel� conductive thermal diffusion to reach stead�-state equili�rium in the 
lithosphere. Heat flow measurements are also costl�, their distri�ution is often �iased towards 
areas of increased interest (e.g. those with high fluxes, exploited for high-enthalp� geothermal 
energ�) and pu�lic access to data is an issue. Collecting and harmonising the pu�lished datasets 
to a common standard is an effort spanning multiple decades (Lee and U�eda, 1965).
�ravit� and geoid anomalies have alread� �een integrated in multi-o�serva�le modelling 

strategies, and show a satisfactor� resolving power for investigating the nature of lithospheric 
inhomogeneities (Fullea et al., 2009). �till, gravit� data alone –which has an unmatched glo�al 
sampling regularit�– can alread� provide estimates independentl� from other geoph�sical 
data, �efore integration. A relationship �etween the lithospheric mass distri�ution (inverted 
from densit� contrasts) and models of its thermal state must rel� on laws connecting densit� 
and thermal parameters (i.e. radioactive heat production, thermal conductivit�, �oundar� 
conditions), and a set of h�potheses on the heat transport mechanisms involved. A ke� factor 
is the radioactive heat production (RHP) occurring in the cr�stalline continental crust, which 
exhi�its a 50-fold increase against su�-continental mantle content in U, �h, K (Vilà et al., 2010) 
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and is a major component of the surface heat flow even when superimposed with concurring 
near-surface distur�ances (Fre�mark et al., 2015).

Estimating the distri�ution of these elements occurring throughout the continental crust is 
not a trivial task, since direct and indirect o�servations (outcrops, xenoliths, and tomographies, 
e.g. Rudnick et al., 1998� Jaupart and Mareschal, 2011� Huang et al., 2013) indicate that an� 
simple relationship �etween crustal thickness and heat production (e.g. Lachen�ruch, 1970) isLachen�ruch, 1970) is 1970) is 
complicated �� the large intra-crustal compositional varia�ilit�. For such reasons stochastic 
approaches are commonl� emplo�ed, either exact solutions (�rivastava and �ingh, 1998) or 
random modelling (Jokinen and Kukkonen, 1999), and the results are commonl� descri�ed with 
their pro�a�ilit� densit� function.

Apart from parametric uncertaint�, the entit� and predicta�ilit� of the relationship �etween 
crustal thickness and total heat production is difficult to evaluate on itself, due to aforementioned 
superposition of effects in the o�served surface heat flow.

Method. Appl�ing a scaling relationship �etween the undulation of a gravimetric CMB, in-
verted from a glo�al gravit� model, and �ulk heat production is a straightforward operation that 
can alread� provide a useful estimate, al�eit characterised �� large uncertainties: up to 30 mW/
m2 of interquartile range for a 45 km thick crust (Pastorutti and Braiten�erg, 2017). From this 
approach, we can get insights on the entit� of the crustal component of the surface heat flow. 
It is useful in partitioning different thermal regimes, thus helping the interpolation of existing 
heat flow measures and their downward continuation, attenuating the effect of incorrect exten-
sion of local contri�utions at large distances (i.e. separating the component due to upper crustal 
emplacements from the signal due to the variation in heat flow from the mantle).

We anal�se the heat flow prediction with a set of s�nthetic tests, for which we developed a 
versatile framework for joint gravit� and temperature modelling.
�he thermal forward modelling part is �ased on a 3D finite-difference forward modelling 

solver, on rectangular domains, with non-homogeneous heat production and conductivit�, 
which was written for this purpose. It solves the stead� state diffusion equation in the form, 
where k is the thermal conductivit�, A is the heat production per unit of volume, and x is the 
position vector. �he temperature and pressure dependence of thermal conductivit� is taken 
into account, iterativel�, using the simple relationships of Chapman (1986) and �chatz and 
�immons (1972) for the cr�stalline crust and lithospheric mantle, respectivel�. �he gravit� 
forward modelling is done with a prism �ased algorithm, while the inverse modelling relies on 
an iterative constrained inversion routine (Braiten�erg et al., 2007).
�he domain-�ox is designed to represent a portion of the lithosphere, under a flat-Earth 

approximation, with a flat top and �ottom �oundar�. �he top is fixed at T(0), the surface 
temperature� the �ottom is a flat surface in the upper asthenosphere, it can �e alternativel� set 
as a temperature or heat flow �oundar� condition, which can �e iterativel� varied to o�tain the 
required LAB. �he sediment thickness from the top �oundar� to the cr�stalline �asement is 
considered to �e known and its gravimetric effect is forward modelled and stripped.

Results. We devised the a�ove configuration –which allows the fast protot�ping of models 
with an� parameter distri�ution– to evaluate the joint temperature-gravit� effect of different 
la�ered geometries and of distur�ing �odies in a reference lithosphere� to quantif� the required 
instrumental sensitivit� (i.e. the detecta�ilit� in the measured gravit� gradient at or�ital al-
titude)� and to test the suita�ilit� and effect of the fundamental assumptions. �he issue we 
enquired here regards this last aspect: we assume a relationship �etween a gravimetric crustal 
thickness and crustal heat production –to what extent is this adequate to predict the surface heat 
flow? We revisit the traditional linear model (Jaupart, 1983� Nielsen, 1987) �� including the 
uncertaint� due to inverting the effect of the crustal inhomogeneities to a single CMB.
�ur anal�sis shows how concurring effects result in complex phenomena, even in these 

simplified s�nthetic conditions. �iven a certain a constant lithospheric thickness, an increase 
in the crustal (radiogenic) heat flow component (due to a thicker or more enriched crust) 
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results in a decrease in the su�-crustal heat flow, while a constant su�-crustal heat flow requires 
thermall� thinner (i.e. warmer) lithosphere. �his process is o�served even when the temperature 
dependence of thermal conductivit� -an inverse relationship- is not accounted for. We can also 
o�serve the distortion of the surface heat flow footprints produced �� heat sources at different 
depths caused �� lateral and vertical inhomogeneities in thermal conductivit� and the thermal 
refraction phenomena involved.
�he known limitations of the linear model, even in an ideal case, are shown in Fig. 1, which 

is an example output for a 2D section. Line a and b are the true relationships for a constant 40 
and 50 km crust, respectivel�: �� imposing a constant lithospheric thickness, (the intercept) 

Fig. 1 - Crustal thickening under ideal conditions: a standard crustal column (Wedepohl, 1995) is scaled from 40 km 
to 50 km, with a smooth lateral transition occurring over 150 km. �op left: the model section (�ED: sediments, 
UCC: upper continental crust, LCC: lower continental crust, �CL: su�-continental lithospheric mantle). �op right: the 
depth-wise distri�ution of radioactive heat production (A), thermal conductivit� (k) and temperature (T). �he green 
and red lines refer to two crustal columns, far from the lateral transition (see markers on the section), while the �lue 
line represent the temperature difference �etween the two. Bottom left: gravit� anomal� against the reference crust 
at the green marker, surface heat flow Q(SFC), �asal heat flow Q(CMB). Bottom right: crustal thickness and surface 
heat flow. Linear relationships: a) true condition for the 40 km crust� �) true condition for the 50 km crust� c) result of 
fitting with data at the two markers� d) result of fitting in the transition zone. Fit parameters: see �a�. 1.
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�a�. 1 - Fit parameters of the linear relationships of Fig. 1.

 ID description slope [10-6 W/m3] intercept [10-3 W/m2]

 a 40 km crust, true relationship 1.13 15.82

 b 50 km crust, true relationship 1.13 12.29

 c using Q(SFC) for 40 and 50 km crust, apparent rel. 0.79 29.39

 d using Q(CMB) in the transition zone, apparent rel. 0.59 38.42

decreases for a thicker crust, while the slope is the same, which is consistent with their identical 
composition (for values see �a�. 1).
�he apparent relationships we o�tain �� fitting the surface heat flow values at the two markers 

(undistur�ed �� the transition, line c) or along the transition zone (line d) underestimate the 
crustal production and overestimate .

We also test the effect of inversion to an apparent gravimetric CMB of the gravit� anomal� 
of a sill-like distur�ing �od� (80x2 km), more radioactive (+2 µW/m3) and �uo�ant in respect 
to the reference crust (-200 kg/m3). Using the apparent CMB for a thermal forward modelling 
skews the surface heat flow prediction up to 4 mW/m2 residuals: a small quantit� compared 
with the uncertainties involved, �ut enough to significantl� alter the fit of a linear relationship 
(errors of up to -0,76 µW/m3 in average heat production and +30 mW/m2 in ).
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AN INNOvATIvE METhOD TO ATTENuATE gENETIC DRIFT 
IN gENETIC ALgORIThM OPTIMIZATIONS: APPLICATIONS TO ANALyTIC 
ObjECTIvE FuNCTIONS AND RESIDuAL STATICS CORRECTION
S. Pierini, M. Aleardi, A. Mazzotti
Earth Sciences Department, University of Pisa, Italy

Introduction. �he solution of geoph�sical non-linear inverse pro�lems presents several 
challenges mainl� related to convergence and computational cost. In addition, the performances 
of local optimization algorithms are strongl� dependent on the initial model definition. For this 
reason, glo�al optimization is often preferred in case of model spaces with complex topolog� 
(i.e. man� local minima, small gradient of the o�jective function in a neigh�ourhood of the 
glo�al minimum). �enetic Algorithms (�As) (Holland, 1975) are a class of glo�al optimization 
methods that have �een proven ver� effective in solving geoph�sical optimization pro�lems 
(�ajeva et al., 2016). In �A terminolog�, an individual, or chromosome, is a solution in the 
model space, whereas a population represents a set of individuals (i.e. an ensem�le of possi�le 
solutions). A ver� simple �A flow starts with the generation of a random population of 
individuals over which the fitness function (namel� the goodness of each solution) is evaluated. 
�he fitness value stochasticall� contri�utes to the selection of the �est individuals for the 
reproduction step in which a set of new solutions (offspring) is generated �� com�inations of 
parent individuals. �he offspring are mutated, the fitness is evaluated, then a new generation is 
created �� replacing some of the parent individuals with the generated offspring. �he algorithm 
iterates until convergence conditions are satisfied. B� assuming a population containing an 
infinite num�er of individuals, the convergence of the algorithm to the glo�al minimum is 
guaranteed �� the Holland theorem (Holland, 1975). For finite populations, the convergence 
of �As is not guaranteed: this characteristic is often called “genetic drift”. A more heuristic 
description of the genetic drift phenomenon can �e given in terms of population �ehaviour: after 
some generations, the chromosomes tend to converge in a convex neigh�ourhood of a minimum 
of the o�jective function (not necessar� the glo�al minimum), and thus the exploration of other 
promising portions of the model space is prevented. In the worst case, the population cannot 
escape from such convex neigh�ourhood, and a non-optimal solution is provided. �ver the last 
decades, man� strategies have �een proposed to attenuate the genetic drift effect (Eldos, 2008� 
Aleardi and Mazzotti, 2017). For example, a possi�le approach is the so called niched genetic 
algorithm (N�A), in which the initial random population is divided into multiple su�populations 
that are su�jected to separate selection and evolution processes. 

In this work, we propose an innovative method to attenuate the genetic drift effect that we 
call “drift avoidance genetic algorithm” (DA�A). �he implemented method com�ines some 
principles of N�As and Monte-Carlo algorithm (MCA) with the aim to increase the exploration 
of the model space and to avoid premature convergence and/or entrapment into local minima. 


